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PE and Sports Grant 

Carry forward from 2020-2021 - £8,874.82 

The PE and Sports Grant will continue this academic year so Christ Church will continue to receive 

payments throughout the year. 

The impact of our 2021-2022 spend 

1. Progressive sport curriculum support 

Overview Spend Impact 

Progressive Sports to provide 
curriculum support – x6 weekly 
and extra-curricular clubs – x3 
weekly throughout the academic 
year. 

£14,940 - Class teachers developed a 
greater knowledge of the 

curriculum and teaching in 
different sport.  

- The children accessed more 
extra-curricular clubs.  

 

 

2. PE enrichment days 

PE enrichment days – 3rd/4th/5th May. Delivered by Progressive Sports in order to offer a wide range of 

sporting experiences (linked to the school’s vision of PE, i.e. to offer children opportunities to be inspired 

and create lifelong love of sport).  

Overview Spend Impact 

PE enrichment days – 3rd/4th/5th 
May. Delivered by Progressive 
Sports in order to offer a wide 
range of sporting experiences 
(linked to the school’s vision of 
PE, i.e. to offer children 
opportunities to be inspired and 
create lifelong love of sport).  
 

£375 - Children were able to widen 
their understanding and 

experiences of different types of 
sports.  

- The children were inspired and 
their life-long love of sport was 

enhanced.   

 

3. Commonwealth Games Enrichment Days – 15th/16th June 

Overview Spend Impact 

To celebrate the Birmingham 
Commonwealth Games, 
Progressive Sports will be 
delivering 2 Commonwealth 
themed enrichment days for all 
year groups. This will allow 
children hands-on experience of 
different Commonwealth Sports 
and hopefully inspire them to 
continue to explore these sports 
further outside of school. 

£714 - Children were able to widen 
their understanding and 

experiences of different types of 
sports.  

- The children were inspired and 
their life-long love of sport was 

enhanced.   
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4. Athlete Visit to school to celebrate the Commonwealth Games. 

Overview Spend Impact 

A current/retired athlete who 
has experienced 
Commonwealth/Olympic 
competition will attend school to 
run small workshops based 
around their sports and deliver 
an inspirational talk about their 
experiences of being an elite 
level athlete. This again will 
hopefully serve as inspiration for 
the children’s aspirations and 
give them a more detailed view 
of life as an athlete. 

£630 - The children were inspired and 
their life-long love of sport was 

enhanced.   

 

5. Forest Schools across the school. 

Overview Spend Impact 

All year groups will be given the 
opportunity to participate in 
Forest School sessions. This has, 
in the past, been limited to 
certain year groups during 
academic years, but using the 
Sports Premium Grant will allow 
all children to access this 
outdoor/adventurous activity. 
Children will work with their 
parents/carers for half a day. 

£3536.80 - Children were able to 
experience outdoor/adventurous 

activities with their 
parents/carers, exposing them to 

new learning and skills 

 

6. Forest Schools sessions for Year 5 children 

Overview Spend Impact 

Children in year 5 will have 6 
Forest School sessions during the 
summer term to develop their 
outdoor/survival skills.  

£3141 - The children learned lots of 
outdoor skills including survival 

techniques.  

 

7. New PE/Games Equipment 

Overview Spend Impact 

New equipment for games and 
PE lessons purchased to enhance 
lessons.  

£3000 - These were used to enhance PE 
and games lessons 

 

  


